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WPP-WH
10" Cartridge with granulated activated carbon 

from nut shells  

Description:

CHLORINE REMOVAL

TASTE & ODOR

REMOVES TOXIC 
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

SEDIMENT REMOVAL

Carbon UDF filter cartridge made of activated  carbon

WPP-WH is an economical filter cartridge for water, whose outer casing

 is made of plastic filled inside with high quality

 granulated, activated carbon from nut shells.

The task of activated carbon is to purify water from chemical pollutants

such as chlorine and its derivatives, and from organic compounds found in 

water. Thanks to its properties it significantly improves the taste and smell 

of water.

Carbon from nuts has very good absorption properties, thanks to which

it is able to filter even heavily polluted water.

The filter cartridge is additionally protected at the inlet and outlet by an 

insert 20 micron polypropylene geotextile and protective filtering sponge

before getting out of the filter. The construction of the filter forces the 

water to flow from the bottom to the top, so that the contact of water 

with activated carbon is maximum elongate. These types of inserts are 

most often used in whole house filters and in undercounter systems of 

both traditional and reverse osmosis.

Media : activated carbon block from nut shells,

polypropylene

Durability*: 3 - 6 months

Pressure: max.: 6 bar

Temp. operation: 2ºC -40ºC 

Removes: chlorine, VOCs e

Cap and Housing: PP Polipropylene

O-rings: Silikone

Post-filter: PP

* depends on usage

- HIGH QUALITY

- COMPETITIVE PRICE

- PERFECTLY IMPROVES TASTE AND SMELL

- REMOVES CHLORINE, TOXIC ORGANIC 

  COMPOUNDS AND SOME PESTICIDES

- CARTRIDGE HAVE SPECIAL INSERT THAT PREVENTS

  LEACHING OF BED PARTICLES

- USED FOR COLD WATER
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How WPP-WH works?
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Important:

- Warning: rinse the cartridge until the water color disappears before use.

- Do not use with microbiologically contaminated water or water of unknown origin.

- Cartridges help reduce the content of impurities in the water. Replace the cartridge every 3 to 6 

months (depending on water quality and degree of pollution).

- In order to ensure the correct operation of the filter / cartridge, we suggest that you make the 

necessary replacement of cartridges according to the information provided by the manufacturer.

H2OO guarantees that the product is free from material and manufacturing defects. The warranty does 

not cover mechanical damages resulting from improper use, misuse of the object, lack of proper 

maintenance or replacement of the product according to its instructions.

All photos, trademarks, logos and all other intellectual property rights are the sole property of GSP and 

may not be used without written permission.

Technical Data:


